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Hong Kong Protests Put N.B.A. on Edge in China
The New York Times, Daniel Victor, October 7, 2019

A tweet from the Houston Rockets general manager prompted a backlash in China, making things
uncomfortable for a league used to its players and representatives speaking out on politics.

The N.B.A. superstar LeBron James has routinely insulted President Trump. Two of the league’s
most  successful  coaches,  Steve  Kerr  and Gregg Popovich,  have  repeatedly slammed American
lawmakers for inaction on gun legislation. And other basketball stars regularly speak out on social
and political issues — police shootings, elections and racism — without fear of retribution from the
league.

But this weekend, a Houston Rockets executive unwittingly exposed an issue that may have been
too much for the National  Basketball  Association:  support for protesters  in Hong Kong, which
infuriated China.

“Fight for freedom, stand with Hong Kong,” read an image posted on Twitter by Daryl Morey, the
general manager of the Rockets. It was quickly deleted.

But the damage was done, and the N.B.A. quickly moved to smooth things over in a lucrative
market that generates millions of dollars in revenue. The league said it was “regrettable” that many
Chinese fans were offended by the comment.

On Tuesday, CCTV, China’s state broadcaster,  said it  would suspend broadcasts of the league’s
preseason games  played in  China.  Some initial  Chinese  reports  of  the  broadcaster’s  statement,
which left room for uncertainty, indicated that the ban covered all preseason games.

Sponsors in China paused their deals with the Rockets, and the country’s main broadcaster said it
would remove the team’s games from its schedule. Two exhibition games scheduled for a low-level
team affiliated with the Rockets were also canceled.

The  issue  is  familiar  to  Hollywood  studios,  major  companies  and  individual  athletes  chasing
business  in  a  country  with  1.4  billion  people,  and  the  N.B.A.’s  reaction  reflects  a  corporate
sensitivity toward China’s low tolerance for criticism of its political system.

The league’s statement, in turn, inflamed supporters of the Hong Kong protests and many fans in
the  United States,  where the  protesters  are  generally seen as  battling  a  repressive  government.
Democratic and Republican politicians found agreement in calling the league gutless, accusing it of
prioritizing money over human rights.

Morey’s original tweet, which he later apologized for in a two-part post, was defended by Senator
Ted Cruz, who disagreed with the league’s decision to back away from the comments.

Speaking ahead of a scheduled preseason game between the Rockets and Toronto Raptors in Japan,
the N.B.A.’s commissioner, Adam Silver, acknowledged the fallout but said the league supported
Morey’s right to free expression.

“There is no doubt, the economic impact is already clear,” Silver told Kyodo News. “There have
already been fairly dramatic consequences from that tweet,  and I have read some of the media
suggesting that we are not supporting Daryl Morey, but in fact we have.”



On Tuesday, Silver tried again to limit the impact, saying that the league’s initial statement had left
people “angered, confused or unclear on who we are or what the N.B.A. stands for.”  

“It is inevitable that people around the world — including from America and China — will have
different viewpoints over different issues,” he said in a new statement. “It is not the role of the
N.B.A. to adjudicate those differences.”

He continued: “However, the N.B.A. will not put itself in a position of regulating what players,
employees and team owners say or will not say on these issues. We simply could not operate that
way.”

James and the Los Angeles Lakers play two games in China this week against the Brooklyn Nets, a
team owned by Joseph Tsai, the billionaire co-founder of the Chinese e-commerce giant Alibaba.

Tsai said in a statement late Sunday that Hong Kong was a “third-rail issue” in China, calling the
efforts  by  protesters  a  “separatist  movement.”  (Most  protesters  deny  they  are  interested  in
independence, but the Chinese state media has at times depicted them that way.)

Tilman Fertitta, the owner of the Rockets and Morey’s boss, publicly rebuked Morey but said later
that the general manager’s job was not in danger.

The N.B.A. is far from the first company to find itself forced to choose sides on geopolitical issues
it never intended to be involved in, and to ultimately bow to China’s economic might.

China is an attractive — and necessary — lure for nearly all global institutions, with an economy
that while slowing, continues to grow at a pace that is the envy of many countries. Any threat to an
ability to do business in China would have dire financial  consequences for many multinational
corporations.

As a result, many companies have apologized or made concessions after angering China. In many
cases, the companies found themselves scrambling to respond to comments or Twitter posts made
by executives or other employees that generate unwanted attention on social networks.

“Obviously corporations and others perceive that their business interests are at risk, so they are
apologizing,” said Shanthi Kalathil, the senior director of the International Forum for Democratic
Studies at the National Endowment for Democracy. “But where I would perceive the risks is at the
level of reputation. These are well-respected global brands and there is reputational cost to simply
going along with the party line.”

In  an  effort  to  avoid  losing  access  to  Chinese  airspace,  Cathay Pacific,  Hong Kong’s  flagship
airline,  fired employees who wrote posts on social  media in support of the protests. In August,
Rupert Hogg, the airline’s chief executive, resigned.

Nike, which endorses James, pulled some shoes after a fashion designer’s support for the Hong
Kong protests sparked a social media backlash against the brand.

The stakes are particularly high for the N.B.A. in China.

Tencent Holdings, a Chinese tech conglomerate, reported that 490 million people watched N.B.A.
programming on its platforms last year, including 21 million fans who watched Game 6 of the 2019
N.B.A.  finals.  By  comparison,  Nielsen  measured  18.3  million  viewers  for  the  game  on  the
American network ABC.



The league recently announced a five-year extension of its partnership with Tencent to stream its
games in China for a reported $1.5 billion.

“This is a massive indicator for the perceived value and enormous potential of the China market,”
Mailman, a sports digital marketing agency, wrote in a recent report.

The N.B.A. has been similarly successful on Chinese social media. The league has 41.8 million
followers on Weibo, a popular Chinese social network, compared with 38.6 million followers on
Facebook and 28.4 million on Twitter.

The involvement of the Rockets is particularly troublesome for the N.B.A., given the franchise’s
longtime status as among the most popular team in China. Yao Ming, considered the crown jewel of
Chinese basketball, played for the Rockets from 2002 to 2011.

Yao is now the president of the Chinese Basketball Association, which suspended its relationship
with the Rockets. It also canceled two NBA G League games scheduled for this month between
affiliates of the Rockets and the Dallas Mavericks, said a person with knowledge of the decision
who spoke on condition of anonymity because of the sensitivity of the situation.

Houston was the second-most-popular team in China behind the Golden State Warriors last year,
according to Mailman. The team had 7.3 million followers on Weibo, compared with 2.9 million
followers on Twitter.

James  Harden,  a  Rockets  guard  and  one  of  the  N.B.A.’s  biggest  stars,  directly  apologized  to
Chinese fans on Monday.

“We apologize.  We love China,  we love playing there,”  he  told reporters  in  Tokyo,  where  the
Rockets were preparing for their preseason game.

“We go there once or twice a year. They show us the most support and love. We appreciate them as
a fan base, and we love everything they’re about, and we appreciate the support that they give us,”
said Harden, who three years ago spoke out about the shootings of two black men by police.

Echoing China’s worldview, especially as it relates to its sovereignty over disputed territories, is
considered a cost of doing business there, for both entertainers and companies.

Gap was forced to apologize in 2017 after selling a shirt that featured a map of China that did not
include Taiwan, a self-governing island off its southern coast. The Marriott International hotel chain
apologized in January 2018 for listing Tibet, a region of western China, and Taiwan as countries in a
customer survey.

In February 2018, the German automaker Daimler apologized for using a quotation from the Dalai
Lama,  who is  widely viewed as a  Tibetan separatist  in  China,  in  a  social  media post  from its
Mercedes-Benz brand.

In March 2018, China demanded that international airlines refer to Taiwan as part of China in their
online  booking  systems,  a  request  mocked  by  the  White  House  as  “Orwellian  nonsense”  but
eventually obeyed by all major carriers.

Movie studios frequently find themselves at odds with state censors in a country where notions of
free expression do not apply but billions of dollars ride on international success.



Disney,  which  has  been  more  successful  at  navigating  these  waters  than  any  other  American
entertainment company, is now in the position of promoting the live-action adaptation of “Mulan”
after Crystal Yifei Liu, its Chinese-American star, prompted dueling backlash in the United States
and China by supporting a crackdown on protesters by Hong Kong police.

Disney, which had no comment, has inched forward in its positioning in China for decades, leading
to the opening of Shanghai Disneyland in 2016 and spectacular results for films like the recent
“Avengers: Endgame,” which took in $858 million in the United States and $614 million in China
earlier this year. Last year, Chinese moviegoers bought an estimated $8.87 billion in movie tickets,
up 9 percent from a year earlier, according to box office analysts.

For its part, the N.B.A. has weathered outrage in China before. Last year, J.J. Redick, then of the
Philadelphia 76ers, recorded a video for the Chinese New Year in which he appeared to use a racial
slur for Chinese people, which he later said was an unintentional verbal slip. He apologized, but
was roundly booed when he touched the ball during preseason games in Shanghai and Shenzhen.



All eyes on UEFA after football's night of shame
www.hr.n1info.com, CNN, October 16, 2019

The ugly sound of monkey chants and the sinister sight of football fans performing Nazi salutes
have been beamed around the world. Now all eyes turn to UEFA, European football's governing
body.

UK Prime Minister Boris Johnson called the racist abuse England's black players suffered before
and during the Euro 2020 qualifying match against Bulgaria in Sofia on Monday as "vile" and has
told UEFA to act swiftly, to "face up to facts."

After a night English Football Association's chairman Greg Clarke described as "one of the most
appalling I've seen in football," the pressing question now is: What punishment will Bulgaria face
for some of its fans' abhorrent behavior?

The fallout has already begun. Bulgaria's Prime Minister called for the president of the country's
football  association to resign immediately.  Borislav Mihaylov has since announced he will  step
down.

But if football wants to eradicate the racism which is bringing shame on the sport, what UEFA does
next will have the biggest impact on effecting change.

UEFA's disciplinary proceedings have begun, with the Bulgarian Football Union charged with racist
behavior, including chants and Nazi salutes, and the disruption of a national anthem and displaying
replays on a giant screen. The English FA faces sanctions too, over national anthem disruption and
an insufficient number of traveling stewards.

World governing body FIFA has also asked UEFA to notify it of any punishment potentially handed
down to the BFU. "This would allow any sanctions imposed to be extended worldwide," said a
FIFA statement.

Should the match have been abandoned?

But  UEFA has  already  been  heavily  criticized,  for  what  happened  at  the  Levski  Stadium  in
Bulgaria's capital, and for perceived ineffectual responses to previous racist incidents.

Troy Townsend,  a member of  the anti-discrimination organization Kick It  Out,  has  said UEFA
should ban Bulgaria from Euro 2020. "It's the only way people will take note of what they are doing
to our black players," he said.

Former Arsenal and England striker Ian Wright, working as a pundit for UK broadcaster ITV, said
the scenes in Bulgaria was "showing up UEFA for what they are," while Kick It Out itself has said
the  governing  body failed  to  correctly  implement  its  three-step  protocol  during  England's  6-0
victory.

Monday's match, Kick It Out said, should have been abandoned.

The Euro qualifier  was stopped twice with fans warned of the consequences of their continued
racist behavior. England manager Gareth Southgate said his players wanted to carry on playing and
admitted his team was in an "impossible situation."

"We gave two messages - one that our football did the talking and two, we stopped the game twice,"

http://www.hr.n1info.com/


he told reporters. "Not one player wanted to stop, they were absolutely firm on that."

UEFA insists its three-step procedure must be followed in the event of racist chants from the stands.
It was put to the test in Sofia.

The first step of that procedure is to bring the match to a halt and instruct the stadium authorities to
call on spectators to stop the discriminatory behavior.

If that goes unheeded, another announcement is made and the match is suspended with players sent
to their dressing rooms for a "specific period." Lastly, following consultation, the match will be
abandoned "if the discriminatory behavior still does not cease or breaks out again."

Did the protocol fail? There are those, England's players and coaching staff included, who would
argue that England's players did their talking on the pitch despite the toxic atmosphere in which
they played.

But  Kick It  Out has questioned why the players  weren't  sent to the dressing rooms during the
second step of the protocol.  "TV footage also clearly shows that  racist  abuse continued in the
second half,  so it  is  unacceptable that  step three was not  enforced,"  the organization said in a
statement.

Such is the sorry state of racism in football, the abuse England's black players suffered in Bulgaria
had been anticipated.

Last week striker Tammy Abraham said he and his teammates had resolved to walk off the pitch if
they were subjected to racist abuse in Bulgaria and had discussed defying UEFA protocols. There
should only be one step, said the Chelsea striker, if there is racist chanting and that is to walk off.

If ahead of an international match players are conducting meetings in expectation of some members
of the team being racially abused, is that in itself not a sign that the protocols and punishments
already in place are not working?

After all,  the Levski stadium was partially closed for the England game as punishment for the
behavior of some of Bulgaria's fans in June matches against the Czech Republic and Kosovo. A
partially closed stadium can still be a racist stadium.

UEFA President Aleksander Ceferin has defended his organization against the criticism it is facing
over the handling of recent racist incidents.

"I know we are not going to win popularity contests," he said in a statement on Tuesday. "But some
of the views expressed about UEFA's approach to fighting racism have been a long way off the
mark.  UEFA's  sanctions  are  among  the  toughest  in  sport  for  clubs  and  associations  whose
supporters are racist at our matches."

"Boring," tweeted Townsend in response to the statement. Ceferin made reference to the 10-match
ban from European football  given to Kostiantyn Makhnovskyi - goalkeeper of Latvian side FK
Ventspils - in August for "racist conduct" during a Europa League tie against Malta's Gzira United.

But UEFA's past punishments have raised eyebrows.

In 2012, English club Manchester City was fined €30,000 for coming out of the second half of a
game "up to 60 seconds later" than scheduled. A month earlier, Porto fans had been fined €20,000



for racially abusing then City striker Mario Balotelli.

No single UEFA fine has come close to matching the €100,000 penalty handed to Denmark striker
Nicklas Bendtner for exposing sponsored underpants while celebrating a goal against Portugal at
Euro 2012.

Indeed, to much derision, Turkish Super Lig side Besiktas was fined €34,000 for allowing a cat to
enter the pitch during its Champions League encounter with Bayern Munich in March 2018, while
in  November  of  that  year  Greece  was handed a  partial  stadium ban and the  country's  football
federation fined €9,819 for the racist behavior of some fans in a 1-0 win over Estonia.

Fines are meted out, stadiums are closed, and yet racism in football continues, as it has done for
decades.

Serbia's Red Star Belgrade was reportedly ordered to pay UEFA fines totaling €191,000 last season
and, so far in this campaign, the club has received fines totaling €122,000 for failing to control its
fans.

Yet, Red Star continues to compete in UEFA's Champions League, a competition which distributed
a total of €2.04 billion to clubs competing in the competition in the 2018-19 season.

UEFA orders clubs and federations to display banners with the wording "#EqualGame" but what
use is that if, as happened on Monday, fans hold aloft jumpers with "No Respect" and a fake UEFA
logo emblazoned across it?

Under  UEFA rules,  a  first  offense  for  racist  behavior  and  other  discriminatory  conduct  and
propaganda results in a partial stadium ban as a minimum penalty, which occurred on Monday.

A second offense leads to one match being played behind closed doors and a fine of €50,000. A
third offense, says UEFA, is "punished with more than one match behind closed doors, a stadium
closure, the forfeiting of a match, the deduction of points and/or disqualification from competition."

The statement issued by UEFA's president on Tuesday said "football family" must "wage war on the
racists."

"Football associations themselves cannot solve this problem. Governments too need to do more in
this area. Only by working together in the name of decency and honor will we make progress," said
Ceferin.

UEFA's task is not an easy one. It cannot tackle racism on its own, but whatever punishment it
decides to hand out to Bulgaria will speak louder than its words.



French politicians call for action after Turkish players repeat military salute
CNN, October 15, 2019

French politicians and ministers have called for sanctions against the Turkish national football team

after its players repeated a military salute during Monday's Euro 2020 qualifier against France.

Several leading politicians in the country had previously called for the game in Paris to be canceled

after Turkey's footballers performed the same gesture during Friday's victory over Albania.

The salute came days after Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan launched an incursion into

Syria  to  drive  Kurdish  forces  away from the  border,  following  US President  Donald  Trump's

decision to withdraw all remaining American forces out of northern Syria.

After the match, the official Twitter page for the Turkish national team uploaded a table of Group H

-- with Turkey still top following the 1-1 draw -- with the players' salute as the background image.

"Thanks to the (French) federation and the police for their work to ensure the smooth running of the

game," France's sports minister Roxana Maracineanu said following the game.

"The Turkish players spoiled these efforts by doing a military salute, against sportsmanship. I ask

UEFA for an exemplary sanction."

Meanwhile, Eric Ciotti, a senior member of conservative party Les Republicains, tweeted: "The

military salute of the Turkish players in solidarity with the army of #Erdogan who is killing our

Kurdish allies had no place last night at the Stade de France!

"Football does not have to be a vector of military propaganda and such infamous causes!"

Alexis  Corbiere,  a  senior  member  of  populist  left-wing  party  France  Insoumise,  added:  "The

Turkish army strikes the Kurds, murders civilians and meanwhile, in France, the players on their

team salute their troops and we remain in NATO with Turkey without contesting it. In short, we're

enabling it."

The Turkish Football Federation was not immediately available for comment.

On Saturday, France -- along with Germany -- announced it would be halting the sale of arms to

Turkey following the country's incursion into Syria.

Before the game, there had been concerns that the visiting Turkish supporters would boo or whistle

the French national anthem; President of the French Football Federation, Noel Le Graet, reportedly

said the music of the Marseillaise would be loud enough to drown out any dissent.

However, no such incident occurred as both sets of fans respected the opposition national anthems.

The moment the Turkish players enacted the military salute was not shown by French broadcaster

M6.

UEFA investigation

UEFA,  European  football's  governing  body,  told  CNN  later  Tuesday  that  is  has  opened  an



investigation into the incidents against Albania and France.

"An Ethics and Disciplinary Inspector has been appointed to initiate disciplinary investigations with

regard to potential provocative political behavior by players of the national team of the Turkish

Football Federation," the statement read.

UEFA regulations say that national associations may be subject to disciplinary measures for "the use

of gestures, words, objects or any other means to transmit a provocative message that is not fit for a

sports  event,  particularly provocative  messages  that  are  of  a  political,  ideological,  religious  or

offensive nature."



Women's squash world champion to earn more than men's winner
CNN, By Daniel Gallan, October 24, 2019

In a potentially groundbreaking move, the women's world squash champion will win more money

than her male counterpart this year.

This week, the world's best female squash players will compete for a first prize of $48,640 out of a

purse of  $430,000 at  the CIB PSA Women's  World Championship in  the  shadow of  the Great

Pyramid of Giza in Egypt.

The men's world champion will win $45,600 from a pot of $335,000 in Doha, Qatar in November,

according to the Professional Squash Association (PSA).

"I'm proud to be part of such a sport that is driving this change," said Egypt's Raneem El Welily, the

world  No.1.  "It  is  very  rare  to  see  in  any  sport.  We  are  breaking  stereotypes  and  breaking

boundaries."

Gender pay equality is an increasingly dominant issue in world sport, highlighted recently when the

World  Cup-winning US women's  national  football  team filed  a  gender  discrimination  law suit

against US Soccer over unequal pay.

A 2017 BBC report found 83 percent of sports surveyed pay men and women equally in terms of

prize money, but combined with discrepancies in sponsorships and endorsements, tennis star Serena

Williams is still the only woman on the Forbe's 100 list for top earning athletes.

In  squash,  the  men's  and women's  world  championships  are  sponsored  by different  companies

which  contribute  the  respective  prize  monies  at  their  own discretion.  The  title  sponsor  of  the

women's event, Egypt's Commercial International Bank (CIB), has added an additional $100,000 to

this year's purse. The men's CIB Egyptian Squash Open will be held alongside the women's world

championships this week with a pot of $185,000 up for grabs.

"It's a fantastic opportunity for the women, and for once we will get the bragging rights," said world

No.3 Nour El Tayeb, who is also Egyptian and is married to the men's No.1 Ali Farag. "I think this

is recognition that we also bring value to the game. It might not always be the case because of

different sponsors in the future. But for now, it's great to see."

El Tayeb and Farag made history in 2017 when they became the first married couple to win a major

title in sport on the same day, lifting the US Open within hours of each other.

That triumph in Philadelphia embodied the dominance that Egyptian squash enjoys. All of the top

four men in the world are Egyptian with another two rounding out the top 10. In the women's

rankings, four of the top five represent the North African powerhouse.

Few nations rule a single sport like Egypt does squash.

"It's a question I get asked the most," Farag said when quizzed on why his country is so dominant.

"It's multifaceted. We have an attacking style of play that is the dominant philosophy in squash right



now,. We have dedicated youth coaches. Maybe most importantly, most of us are located in Cairo

which means we can train regularly against each other and push each other to new heights."

This glut of champions has not translated into mass appeal. The sport is largely inaccessible to the

majority of the population. Rackets and equipment are expensive, as are the private clubs that house

maintained courts.

Former president Hosni Mubarak,  who was arrested and imprisoned following the Arab Spring

revolution  in  2011,  was  an  avid  supporter  of  the  sport  and  helped  facilitate  the  staging  of  a

tournament in front of the pyramids.

This association between squash and Egypt's most iconic symbol was solidified in 1999 when local

hero Ahmed Barada helped his country clinch a 3-0 victory over Wales at the Men's World Team

championship.

But football remains the pastime of the masses. With the rise of Liverpool forward Mohamed Salah,

who Farag likened to a "deity" in the minds of Egyptian sports fans, that is not likely going to

change.

"The  average  Egyptian  knows  that  we  dominate  and  that  brings  them  pride,  but  they  don't

necessarily know who we are or when the tournament is," El Welily explained. "I have been saying

for a year now that we need to get squash on free to air television.

"We have  15 tournaments  a  year  and you  can  confidently  say that  there  will  be  at  least  two

Egyptians in every semi-final and even final. That might not always be the case. We need to be

more progressive and take advantage of this period of strength. Sport exists in cycles and we might

not be on top forever."



Vocabulary from the articles     :

to prompt : pousser à / rafraîchir la mémoire
to speak out on : dire ce que l'on pense de / ce qu'on a sur le coeur
to slam : claquer / heurter, percuter / écraser, frapper / jeter, plaquer contre / démolir, descendre (en
flammes)
unwittingly : sans le faire exprès, involontairement / sans le savoir, à son insu
to infuriate : rendre furieux / exaspérer, excéder
broadcaster : animateur / présentateur / société de diffusion 
gutless : dégonflé / faiblard
to back away from : s'écarter / reculer
the fallout : les retombées, répercussions, conséquences
to anger : énerver, irriter
to depict : décrire
to scramble to : se dépêcher / presser de
a brand : une marque
stakes : enjeux
partnership : partenariat
followers : partisans, disciples, adeptes
a crackdown on :  répression
to rebuke : réprimander
moviegoer : cinéphile / spectateur
appalling : épouvantable, consternant, affligeant
abhorrent : odieux, abject
to step down : démissionner, se retirer
anthem : hymne
unheeded : ignoré / dont on ne tient pas compte
encounter : rencontre
groundbreaking : révolutionnaire / avant-gardiste
counterpart : homologue
discrepancies : divergences / différences
endorsement : soutien / promotion, publicité
up for grabs : disponible / à saisir
tournament : tournoi

Thematic vocabulary     : SPORTS

2020 Olympics     :

A Polish Olympian aimed to join Team USA. Things got ugly.
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/02/22/sports/olympics/fencing-poland.html 

COVID-19 and the Tokyo Olympics : What you need to know
https://globalnews.ca/news/6582956/covid-19-tokyo-olympics-coronavirus-questions-answered/ 

Tokyo Olympics : dance by Japan's indiginous people dropped from opening ceremony
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/feb/21/tokyo-olympics-dance-by-japans-indigenous-
people-dropped-from-opening-ceremony 

“United by Emotion” to be the Tokyo 2020 Games motto
https://www.olympic.org/news/-united-by-emotion-to-be-the-tokyo-2020-games-motto 

https://www.olympic.org/news/-united-by-emotion-to-be-the-tokyo-2020-games-motto
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/feb/21/tokyo-olympics-dance-by-japans-indigenous-people-dropped-from-opening-ceremony
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/feb/21/tokyo-olympics-dance-by-japans-indigenous-people-dropped-from-opening-ceremony
https://globalnews.ca/news/6582956/covid-19-tokyo-olympics-coronavirus-questions-answered/
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/02/22/sports/olympics/fencing-poland.html


India hosting Youth Olympics will be a game-changer: IOC member Nita Ambani
https://www.indiatoday.in/sports/other-sports/story/nita-ambani-interview-india-olympic-games-
host-isl-man-city-investment-1649073-2020-02-22 

Why the IOC ban on protests at Tokyo Games is breathtaking hypocrisy
https://www.theguardian.com/sport/blog/2020/feb/23/ioc-ban-protests-tokyo-games-olympics 

Sports and Health:

Sport increases concentration power
https://www.guardian.co.tt/sports/sport-increases-concentration-power-6.2.1062704.184681c353 

Kids fighting health battles flown to Arizona for Spring Training surprise
https://www.abc15.com/sports/kids-fighting-health-battles-flown-to-arizona-for-spring-training-
surprise 

Sports scandals:

Should Astros players fear for their safety after the cheating scandal?
https://www.theguardian.com/sport/2020/feb/19/should-astros-players-fear-for-their-safety-after-
the-cheating-scandal 

Top 10 sporting scandals of this millenium
https://www.sportskeeda.com/sports/top-10-sporting-scandals-of-this-millennium 

Erling Braut Haaland brings freshness to a game in thrall to pixels and profit
https://www.theguardian.com/football/2020/feb/22/erling-braut-haaland-cartoon-freshness-borussia-
dortmund-champions-league 

Cyclist Elinor Barker: I’m still baffled women’s Madison is a new event
https://www.theguardian.com/sport/2020/feb/22/elinor-barker-madison-world-cycling-
championships 

Kobe Bryant:

Los Angeles not ready to heal after tragic death of Kobe Bryant
https://nypost.com/2020/01/27/the-impact-of-kobe-bryants-death-is-everywhere/ 
Psychologist explains why the death of Kobe Bryant affects so many
https://upnorthlive.com/news/local/psychologist-explains-why-the-death-of-kobe-bryant-effects-so-
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Kobe Bryant’s Death and the Pitfalls for Big Brands
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Kobe Bryant Had a Singular Impact on His Game and the World
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